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Virtual power plants

Profit from the energy
transition
Minimise the risk of
making forecasts due to the
volatility of renewable
energies through rapid
control systems or shifting
load consumption

Virtual power plants (VPP) play a key
role in the smart grids concept and the
move towards alternative sources of energy, as they ensure improved integration of the renewable energy generation
into the grids and the energy market.
The collective can minimise the forecasting risk due to the volatility of renewable energies by using rapid control
systems or shifting load consumption.
Thanks to VPP, smaller systems can also
be efficiently marketed.
Virtual power plants enable the optimal
use of interesting marketing options.

Universal solution from a
single source
PSIvpp is PSI’s integrated solution for
virtual power plants, covering all requi-
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site aspects from market integration, effective communication, control command transmission, online consumer
and generation data pooling to decentralised intelligent controllers.
PSIvpp is based on three key components:
• A central portfolio management
system with stochastic optimisation
of power plant use (PSImarket)
• A SCADA system (PSIjscada)
• A Smart Telecontrol Unit (STU)

The objectives of PSImarket
Portfolio management
Central portfolio management serves as
an optimal marketing strategy and can
be used to integrate the VPP into an
overall portfolio. The system is based on
stochastic optimisation which ensures
optimum flexibility on the market and
thus optimal use of the VPP within the
overall portfolio.
Forecasting
In order to better incorporate renewable
energies into the energy market, the
forecasting quality of the input must be
improved. This is where newly developed forecasting models come in. These
provide planning security when integrating VPP generation quantities into
the overall portfolio and enable optimisation while taking into account the
forecast sales potential of shifting loads.

Contract management
Contract management shows all physical
and commercial contractual relations
between participating (market) roles and
all VPP components, and calculates the
costs, revenue and results. This forms the
basis for integrated billing.
Control and pricing signals
After determining optimum power plant
operation, control signals or schedules
can be transmitted to the systems. The
sending of pricing signals can influence
price-sensitive consumer demand.

Monitoring and controlling
with PSIjscada
A streamlined, efficient and highly available SCADA system provides for secure
data communication, technical control
and system monitoring.
PSIjscada ensures the secure pooling
and transmission of generation and load
data while serving as a real-time monitoring and control system.
It implements control specifications for
optimisation. Detailed modelling of objects enables the visualisation and control
of generation units, stores and (big) loads/
consumers. Visualisation is achieved
through graphics, ensures processes can
be easily controlled and provides an
overview of the current status of the
entire system. High availability is
achieved through a distributed system
architecture. Alert management proto-
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cols and functions, which prioritise alerts
and filter them according to urgency and
time, complete the solution.

Connecting with the
Smart Telecontrol Unit (STU)
Finally, the Smart Telecontrol Unit
(STU) developed by PSI is an intelligent
device for connecting VPP components.
The STU not only supports a wide range
of protocols, but also enables local intelligent applications (smart apps) to be
downloaded and run. Short-term optimisations and independent malfunction
repairs, amongst others, can thus be
made locally (micro grid).

Demand-side management and
demand response
The high volatility of energy generation
from renewable sources leads to highly
volatile prices on the wholesale market.
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Energy consumers whose consumption
characteristics enable them to shift a
proportion of their consumption to another time, or whose processes demonstrate storage characteristics, can profit
from this volatility.
A demand-side management system can
make sure that the energy is always consumed or stored when it is particularly
cheap and that unnecessary consumers
are reduced or disconnected as far as possible when the energy is particularly expensive. PSIvpp also forms the basis for
this reaction, i.e. demand response, by
an energy consumer to market prices.

PSI advises and supports its customers in
evaluating the potential savings effected
by demand-side management and provides suitable solutions for a wide range of
areas of application and business models.
PSI’s demand-side management is an
optional component of a virtual power
plant and besides ascertaining and
transferring optimum control operations, it also forecasts the price sensitivity of consumers.
In some cases, customer processes should
also be taken into account. An optimal
effect is achieved with the solution when
integrated in production planning, e.g. in
the metals industry solution PSImetals.
Other special systems such as decentralised energy management or home automation can be integrated in the overall
approach.
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